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In this note we shall make use of Tchakaloff's theorem [1], to obtain an 
algorithm for a eubature formulae via a constructive method for representing a point 
which is in the conical hull of a given set. 
Let A = (A 1 ,..., An) be a set of linearly independent continuous functions defined 
on an open subset S of E~. Thus for p ~ S A(p) ~ E,~. Let R denote the closure of S, 
and let d~ be a measure defined on R such that the boundary of R has measure 0. 
Assumef  is continuous on R and that f  ~ 0 on R, f  ~ O, implies .[Rfdl~ ~ O. For a 
set S C E n we denote by H(S)  and C(S) the convex and conical hull, respectively. The 
following result, due to Davis [2], extends Tchakaloff's theorem to weighted integrals. 
THEOREM. There exists n points {Pl ,..., Pn} in R and n nonnegative numbers w 1 ,..., w n 
such that 
f i+  = i 
l i= l  
holds for every f in the linear span of A. 
Remark 1. Let ~ be the closure of the range of A; set m = fR Adt z. I f  0 r H(~), m 
is an interior point of C(~). 
Proof. By the above theorem mi = ~-.i=1 wsAi(Pi), (1 ~ i ~ n). Hence m e C(~). 
Suppose m is a boundary point of C(~). Since ~ is compact and 0 r H(~), C(~) is 
closed, [3]. There exists then a supporting hyperplane for C(~) at m which contains 0. 
Take v ~/: 0 in E,  such that [v, m] = 0 and [v, c~] ~ 0 for all c~E C(~). Define 
f(p) -- [v, A(p)] for p ~ R. Then f(p) ~ 0 and [v, m] = fRfdl~ = O. Clearly ~ is 
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n-dimensional. Choose p~, (1 ~< j ~< n) so that the set {A(pI),..., A(p~)} spans E~. 
Then f(p~) > 0 for some j == 1, 2,..., n. Hence ~Rfdtz > 0, a contradiction. 
Remark 2. A sufficient condition that 0 r H(6~) is that at least one component of 
A, say A~ is positive. 
Remark 3. Since any point in C((Y) can be represented as a positive linear com- 
bination of at most n points of ~, the above proof could be used to prove Tchakaloff's 
theorem. 
Our object now is to find nodes {Pl ..... Pn} and weights {W 1 ..... Wn} which are re- 
quired for the cubature formula. We assume 0 6 H(~). 
ALGORITHM. Consider the infinite linear programming problem of minimizing 
[--m, x] subject to [A(p), x] ~ 0 for all p ~ R. Select n --  1 points in ~' such that, 
together with m, these points are a basis for En. Let these points of ~ be labeled 
(A1,..., An-l). Let A n _~-x Ai , , ' " ,  == - -~=1 _L m. Let n ~ = {A x An}, B ~ = {--m} and 
employ the algorithm of ([4], p. 90) to minimize 
[--m, x] subject to 
[A(p), x] ~ 0 and p ~ R~ 
[A-, x] -- I ~< 0 t (I) 
Claim. After a finite number of cycles (say K) the above algorithm will generate a 
finite set 6~ k C ~ with the property that m e C(6~ k) and 6~ e contains n points. 
Proof. The function x---~ I--m, x] subject to [A(p), x] ~< 0 achieves a unique 
minimum at x = 0 because 0 e int H(~ w {--m}). This implies that for every x :/~ 0, 
either I--m, x] > 0 or [A(p), x] > 0 for some p E R. 
Clearly this function also achieves a minimum subject to (I) at x = 0. The hypo- 
theses required by the algorithm of ([4], p. 90) are satisfied [see e.g. [4] p. 72 and 80]; 
hence we may use the results of this algorithm. These are that there exist a sequence 
of increasing subsets d e of ~ such that there exists x ~" minimizing [--m, x] subject o 
[A, x] ~< 0 for all A ~ ~k; {x k} __+ 0; if6~ e := {A E 6~ k : [A, x k] = 0 and [A n, x ~] = 1}, 
then m ~ C(6~ k) and ~k contains n points. Finally, we observe that because {x k} ~ 0, 
there exists K such that A n r ~k for all k ~ K. Hence the "phony" vector A '~ needed 
to start the algorithm will eventually not be considered. 
Remark 1. It may happen that 6~ 1: contains m > n points. We could then resort 
to combinatorial methods uch as the Steinitz algorithm to obtain a minimal set of n or 
fewer points. The "perturbation" techniques of linear programming however are more 
efficient, i.e., we could change our constraints to be of the form 
[A(p), x] ~ ~(p) [ E(p)[ small 
See e.g. [6]. 
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Remark 2. As in the above proof we could obtain a constructive proof of 
Caratheodori's theorem concerning the barycentric representation f points in the 
convex hull of a set. 
Remark 3. Each cycle of the algorithm requires the introduction of a point A' 
which maximizes the polynomial [A(p), x] over R. 
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